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Abstract: The deformation-induced crystalline texture of isotactic poly-1-butene and its random
copolymers with ethylene, developing during plane-strain compression and uniaxial tension, was
investigated with X-Ray pole figures, supported by small-angle scattering (SAXS) and thermal
analysis (DSC). The crystallographic (100)[001] chain slip was identified as the primary deformation
mechanism, active in both compression and tension, supported by the transverse slip system and
interlamellar shear. At the true strain around 0.8, lamellae fragmentation and partial destruction of the
crystalline phase due to slip localization was observed, much heavier in tension than in plane-strain
compression. That fragmentation brought an acceleration of the slip, which ultimately led to a
common fiber texture in tensile samples, with the chain direction oriented preferentially along the
drawing (flow) direction. Slightly more complicated crystal texture, reflecting triaxiality of the stress
field, still with the chain direction preferentially oriented near the flow direction, was observed in
compression. Additional deformation mechanism was observed at low strain in the plane-strain
compression, which was either interlamellar shear operating in amorphous layers and supported
by crystallographic slips or the simultaneous (110)[110] transverse slip operating on a pair of (110)
planes. It was concluded that deformation proceeded similarly in both studied deformation modes,
with practically the same deformation mechanisms engaged. Then, the plane-strain compression,
proceeding homogeneously and preventing cavitation, seems more suitable for studies of the real
deformation behavior, not obscured by any unwanted side-effects.
Keywords: isotactic poly-1-butene (iPB-1); deformation; texture; deformation mechanism; tension;
compression

1. Introduction
The physical and mechanical properties of semicrystalline polymers depend strongly on the
anisotropy in chain alignment and orientation of crystallites [1]. Therefore, their deformation, which
is a standard technique to produce orientation, has been extensively studied to understand the
deformation mechanism and administer the resultant properties of the oriented products. However,
a clear and consistent description of polymer deformation is still quite far away. There are several good
published reviews and books on the deformation of semicrystalline polymers (see, e.g., [1–7]). It is
already well established that the deformation is a multistage and complex process that involves several
deformation micromechanisms of both crystalline and amorphous phases and is strongly dependent
on the nanoscale morphology, which is constituted by both crystalline lamellae and amorphous layers
that are highly interconnected [4]. Among active micromechanisms, the crystallographic slip and
interlamellar sliding are the most widely reported processes. As a result of their activity, the initial
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morphology is altered, and the preferred orientation of the crystallites and adjacent amorphous layers
is produced in various deformation modes. For example, the most frequently investigated tensile
deformation of semicrystalline polymers transforms an original isotropic spherulitic morphology into
a highly oriented fibrillar one, where polymeric chains are preferentially aligned along the drawing
direction. Other deformation modes can also lead to highly oriented structures, yet with other
morphologies due to different micromechanisms that can be active or their different sequence in the
particular stress and strain field.
Plastic deformation behavior of numerous polymers in various deformation modes, including
polyethylene or polypropylene, is already well documented. However, much less is known about
deformation habits of the isotactic poly-1-butene (iPB-1) that is third in the series of isotactic alkene
polymer after polyethylene and polypropylene. It is a semicrystalline polymer characterized by a
well-balanced property profile including a relatively high heat distortion temperature, superior creep
resistance or high stress cracking resistance and therefore finds many applications, e.g., in pressurized
tanks, tubes, and hot water pipes, where mechanical properties and deformation habits are essential.
The range of its applications can be widened by random copolymerization with a low amount of
1-alkenes, which allows modification and tailoring of the semicrystalline morphology to respond
to particular needs. With respect to other polyolefins, iPB-1 exhibits an original polymorphism—it
develops five different crystalline modifications, although only the tetragonal Form II and the hexagonal
Form I [8] are of practical interest. When crystallized from the melt at atmospheric pressure, it generally
exhibits the kinetically favored metastable tetragonal Form II, which transforms spontaneously to the
thermodynamically stable hexagonal Form I upon storage at room temperature [9]. The transformation
is completed typically within about 10 days [10] and can be assisted by applying an external stress [11,12].
This transformation significantly alters the properties of the material.
iPB-1 is used mostly for long-term applications, hence the properties of the stable Form I are
especially important. Studying its deformation behavior and related mechanisms seems then essential
for following the macroscopic performance of the material and possible improvements. Studies of plastic
deformation of iPB-1 and accompanying structural changes [11–33] are, however, largely associated with
exploring the other fundamental issue-transformation of Form II to Form I, hastened by deformation.
Most of this research is done for tension. Only a few papers are published reporting iPB-1 deformation in
other deformation modes, as e.g., light cold-rolling [16], simple shear [15] or forging [14]. Consequently,
relatively little is known about the deformation habits of this polymer in various deformation modes and
the micromechanisms engaged in the deformation process.
The purpose of the present work was to study the structural changes that occur during the
plastic deformation of iPB-1 (in stable Form I) up to high strain and discuss the active deformation
mechanisms, including possible differences that can be observed when using different modes of
deformation. For this purpose, we decided to compare the deformation of iPB-1 carried out in uniaxial
tension and in plane-strain compression, both performed at room temperature.
When a semicrystalline polymer is deformed under a tensile force, microscopic voiding frequently
arises in addition to plastic deformation events [34]. Moreover, for most polymers and drawing
conditions, the deformation is usually unstable, which leads to a strong localization of the deformation
and eventually to the formation of a macroscopic neck. These phenomena not only seriously obscure
the real micromechanisms underneath but also can change locally the stress and strain field that would
disturb or significantly modify the deformation sequence. In some cases, voiding begins even prior to
the yield point, which in turn can drastically change the entire deformation process. To avoid such
side-effects, a cavity-free, plane-strain compression was selected as a second deformation mode for
this study. Deformation in this mode proceeds practically homogeneously, without any discontinuity
or instability, while kinematically it is similar to plane-strain tension—leading to an axial flow of the
polymer in the direction perpendicular to the compressive load [35]. Because of homogeneity of the
deformation in plane-strain compression, the constant true strain rate can be easily maintained in the
entire strain range and the determination of the true stress–true strain behavior is much simpler in the
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plane-strain compression than in any other deformation mode. Suppression of cavitation phenomena
due to compressive stress components results in deformation to strain and stress that usually are
reasonably higher than in tension, but practically without the premature fracture of a sample. This
allows studying the deformation behavior in a broader strain range and helps to avoid any unwanted
phenomena, such as cavitation or necking, which are inessential from the point of view of the real
deformation mechanisms involved. Another advantage is that the process can be stopped any time to
obtain a sample of the desired strain for further investigations. Furthermore, it should be mentioned
that constraints imposed on a sample during its compression in the plane-strain experiment eliminate
most of the problems that could be encountered in uniaxial compression (which is also a cavity-free
mode), such as those related to sample barreling or radial cracking at a very high strain.
To recognize the active deformation mechanisms, especially those operating in the crystalline phase,
a complete and unambiguous description of spatial orientation of crystallites in function of the applied
strain was needed. This required determination of X-Ray pole figures [36] (i.e., a two-dimensional
representation of a spherical distribution of normal of a crystallographic plane relative to sample
coordinates) for samples deformed to various true strain. The second important experimental method
utilized in this study was the two-dimensional small-angle X-ray scattering (2-D SAXS), which allowed
to follow the deformation-induced evolution of the lamellar structure.
The samples of two iPB-1 homopolymers of different molecular weight and three random
copolymers with a low content of ethylene comonomer (1.5–10.5 mol%) were selected to this study to
comprehend how the deformation habits of iPB-1 can be influenced by modification of its crystallinity
as well as properties of the amorphous component.
2. Experimental
2.1. Materials and Sample Preparation
The materials employed in this study were five grades of isotactic poly-1-butene: two homopolymers
(hereafter, B1 and B2) and three random isotactic 1-butene/ethylene copolymers (hereafter, C1, C4, and
C10) obtained from Lyondell Basell (Rotterdam, The Netherlands). Table 1 lists the homo- and copolymers
used in this work, including information about the concentration of ethylene co-units and the molar
mass. The two homopolymers B1 and B2 differ significantly in molecular weight, while all copolymers
have the molecular weight similar to B1 and differ primarily in a comonomer content.
Table 1. List of isotactic random butene-1/ethylene copolymers used in this work, including
their characteristic.
Sample Code
B1
B2
C1
C4
C10

Trade Name
PB 0300M
PB 0110M
PB 8340M
PB 8220M
DP 8310M

1

Ethylene Content 1

Mw

1

MFR 2,3

Density 2

mol%

wt.%

(kg/mol)

(g/10 min)

(kg/m3 )

0
0
1.5
4.3
10.5

0
0
0.75
2.2
5.5

347
711
293
400
305

4
0.4
4
2.5
3.5

915
914
911
901
897

Reference [37]; 2 Manufacturer data; 3 Melt Flow Rate, measured at 190 ◦ C/2.16 kg.

Samples for compression and tensile experiments were prepared from as-received pellets by
compression molding at T = 190 ◦ C and p = 50 bar. The 4.5 mm thick plates were molded for preparation
of compression specimens while 0.5 mm thick sheets were molded for tensile specimens. The molded
plates and sheets were solidified by rapid cooling (quenching) between two heavy alumina blocks
maintained at the temperature near 0 ◦ C. All samples were prepared according to the same protocol to
obtain similar supermolecular structure. Samples were then stored at least two months to allow the
transformation of the crystalline phase from the metastable Form II into the stable Form I.
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Rectangular specimens for compression experiments were machined from thick plates. During
machining, the skin layers, at least 0.25 mm thick, were removed from each side of the specimen.
As inspected by optical microscopy of thin sections, the specimens cut from the core parts of the
plates used in all experiments demonstrated fairly uniform structure with no structural gradients.
The specimens designed for compression in a channel-die had the size 50 × 10 × 3.85 mm3 (along the
intended flow direction FD, the loading direction LD and the constraint direction CD, respectively).
The dog-bone specimens with the GL = 16 mm and the width of the narrow section of 15 mm
were cut from the 0.5 mm thick sheets. Specimens were printed in a narrow part with line markers
every 2 mm for strain evaluation. Samples of GL = 25 mm and width of the narrow section of 5 mm
were also prepared in the same way to be used additionally in a few experiments.
2.2. Plane-Strain Compression
Plane-strain compression was chosen as the first deformation mode in this study. Compression
tests were performed using a loading frame of a universal tensile testing machine (Instron, Model
5582) controlled by the Bluehill® 2 software ( v. 2.5, Instron Corporation, Norwood, MA, USA) and a
compression fixture of the type of deep channel-die (channel length of 50 mm, width of 3.85 mm and
depth of 60 mm). It was equipped with a LVDT transducer, mounted close to the specimen, for precise
strain determination. The specimens filled the entire length of the channel and fitted precisely its
width. Their surfaces contacting the die and the plunger were lubricated to minimize friction. Other
details are given in Reference [38].
All deformation experiments were performed at room temperature with a constant true strain
rate of ė = 0.001 s−1 , controlled by the Bluehill® 2 software. The strain was determined as the true
strain calculated from the reduction of the specimen dimension along the loading direction (specimen
height) using the following equation (Hencky measure of strain):
Z

h1 = h

e=−
h1 = ho

!
dh1
ho
= ln
= ln λ
h1
h

(1)

where ho denotes the initial height of the specimen, h = ho − ∆h represents its actual height (∆h is the
measured displacement of the plunger) and λ = CR = ho /h is the compression ratio. As the area of the
sample under load in a channel-die is always constant and equal to the cross-section of the plunger,
the true stress is equal to the nominal stress, σ = F/A, where F is the measured force and A is the surface
area of the plunger.
2.3. Tension
The dog-bone specimens were deformed in tension using a universal tensile testing machine
(Instron, Model 5582, Instron Corporation, Norwood, MA, USA) at room temperature and the
constant crosshead speed of 3.2 mm/min, which corresponds to the initial strain rate of ė = 0.0033 s−1 .
The deforming specimens were recorded with a digital camera in the face and the edge view. From the
recorded frames the specimen width and thickness, as well as the distance between printed ink markers
in the necked section, were determined in function of the crosshead displacement. Employing these
data, the recorded load–displacement curves were recalculated to the true stress–true strain curves.
2.4. Characterization
Recovery. Immediately after sample unloading and at one-week intervals, the height h(t) of
the compression samples and the distance between markers printed on the tensile samples l(t) were
measured with a digital caliper. From there, the actual residual strains of the sample were calculated:
eres (t) = ln(ho /h(t)) and eres (t) = ln(l(t)/lo ) for compression and tension, respectively.
DSC. Thermal analysis was conducted using a TA 2920 DSC apparatus (TA Instruments, New
Castle, DE, USA), calibrated with indium. The 5–8 mg specimens were cut out from the deformed
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part of the compression or tensile specimens. The melting thermograms were recorded at the heating
rate of 10◦ /min, under nitrogen flow. The weight crystallinity Xc was estimated based on the heat of
melting of the sample:
∆h f
Xc =
·100%
(2)
∆h f 100
where ∆hf is the heat of melting of the sample determined from DSC melting curve and ∆hf100 = 141 J/g
is the heat of melting of 100% crystalline iPB-1 [39].
WAXS. The orientation of crystalline phase was probed in the deformed samples with 2-D WAXS
using a flat-film camera coupled to sealed-tube source of Nickel-filtered CuKα radiation (λ = 0.154 nm),
operating at 30 kV and 30 mA (Panalytical B.V., Almelo, The Netherlands). The diffraction pattern
produced by the sample was recorded with the Pilatus 100 K solid-state area detector with the resolution
of 172 × 172 µm2 (Dectris Ltd., Baden-Daettwil, Switzerland).
The texture of deformed samples was also studied in detail using the X-ray pole figure technique
(for overview of this technique, see, e.g., [36]). The WAXS system consisted of a computer-controlled
pole figure attachment associated with a wide angle goniometer (DRON, Moscow, Russia) coupled
to a sealed-tube source of Ni-filtered CuKα radiation (λ = 0.154 nm), operating at 50 kV and 40 mA
(Panalytical B.V., Almelo, The Netherland). The specimens in the form of slices approximately 2 mm
thick were cut out from the compressed samples in the plane perpendicular to the constraint direction
(CD). From tensile samples, specimens approximately 12 mm in diameter and 0.5 mm thick were cut in
the sample plane (FD-TD). Specimens were selected from the uniformly deformed necked part of the
sample, away from the neck shoulders.
The pole figures of the (110), (300), (220)/(211) and (102) planes of iPB-1 Form I were determined.
The diffraction intensity data were collected at a fixed Bragg angle, corresponding to the position of
the diffraction peak of the plane of interest (2Θ = 10.09, 17.56, 20.23/20.66 and 28.17◦ , respectively)
while the polar (tilt) angle α and azimuth angle β of the sample cradle were changed stepwise (in
5◦ increments) in the ranges 0–90◦ and 0–360◦ , respectively. To construct full pole figures, it was
necessary to collect data in both transmission and reflection modes. The connection angle, at which
the data from the transmission and reflection modes were stitched, was αc = 50◦ . The pole figures
were calculated from the collected data after application of all necessary corrections for background
scattering, sample absorption and instrumental defocusing (data collected for the isotropic sample of
identical composition and shape were used for correction of the beam defocusing effect). For figure
plotting, the POD program, a part of the popLA package (Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos,
NM, USA), was used. Further details of the pole figure determination are described in [35].
For estimation of the fraction of the crystals of Form I and Form II in the raw compression molded
samples, the Θ-2Θ diffractometer scans were collected with the 2Θ step of 0.05◦ . The fraction of
crystals of the Form I with respect to the crystals of Form II present in the samples was evaluated from
the intensities of the (110)I reflection of Form I at 2θ = 10.09◦ and the (200)II reflection of Form II at
2θ = 11.9◦ , using the formula:
I (110)I
fI =
(3)
I (110)I + RI (200)II
where the parameter R = 0.36 [40].
SAXS. The lamellar structure of studied materials and its variation with strain was probed
with two-dimensional small angle X-Ray scattering (2-D SAXS). The pinhole-type camera with the
sample-detector distance of 1.2 m was coupled to an X-Ray CuKα low divergence micro-source
(λ = 0.154 nm), operating at 50 kV and 1 mA, integrated with multilayer collimation optics, producing
a highly collimated beam with a divergence of 0.8 × 0.8 mrad2 (GeniX Cu-LD by Xenocs SA, Grenoble,
France). The collimation optics was combined with two additional assemblies of paired hybrid
scatterless slits (Xenocs) placed between the multilayer optics and the sample stage, forming the
beam of the square cross-section. The distance between the slit assemblies was 1.2 m. The scattering
produced by the sample was recorded with the Pilatus 100 K solid-state area detector at the resolution
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of 172 × 172 µm2 (Dectris, Baden-Daettwil, Switzerland). The long period (LP) was determined from
one-dimensional sections (corrected for background) of 2-D patterns using the Bragg’s law.
SALS. Thin sections, approximately 30 µm thick, microtomed from the core of thick samples,
were investigated using the small angle light scattering (SALS) technique to determine the average
spherulite radius from the Hv light scattering pattern (crossed polarizers). A He-Ne lase (λ = 632.8 nm)
was used to generate the scattering. The Hv scattering light intensity distributions along the scattering
angle Θ at fixed azimuth angle µ = 45◦ from the polarization plane, were determined from SALS
patterns recorded with a digital camera. The fifth-order average radius of spherulites was calculated
from the maximum of the distribution using the following formula [41]:
< R5 > =

4.1λ
4π sin(Θmax /2)

(4)

DMA. The dynamic mechanical properties of the deformed samples were measured with the
TA Q800 dynamic mechanical thermal analyzer (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA) in the
single-cantilever bending mode. The specimens, in the form of 40 mm long, 10 mm wide, and 0.5 mm
thick stripes, were cut out from compression molded sheets. The storage modulus (E0 ), loss modulus
(E”) and loss factor (tan δ) were determined at a constant frequency of 1 Hz as a function of temperature,
which varied from −150 ◦ C to 120 ◦ C at the heating rate of 2 ◦ C/min.
3. Results and Discussion
The samples of the studied materials prepared for compression (4.5 mm thick plates) and tensile
experiments (0.5 mm thick sheets) were characterized with DSC, DMA, SAXS and SALS. The results are
presented in Table 2. Samples were stored at least two months prior to use to facilitate the transformation
of the crystalline phase from the metastable Form II to the stable Form I. It is known that, upon storage
at room temperature, Form II spontaneously transforms into the Form I. The transformation is typically
completed within about 10 days [10]. X-ray examination revealed that the aged samples contained from
96–97% (homopolymers B1 and B2) to 100% (copolymers C4 and C10) of the stable Form I. The residual
fraction of crystals of the Form II remained stable even after long shelf storage (up to two years).
Table 2. Structural parameters of samples studied: The melting temperature, Tm ; overall crystallinity,
Xc ; crystallinity of the iPB-1 fraction, Xc (iPB-1); long period, LP; average spherulite size, <R5 >; and
glass transition temperature, Tg (represented by the loss tangent, tan δ).
Sample
(Ethylene
Content,
mol%)
B1 (0)
B2 (0)
C1 (1.5)
C4 (4.2)
C10 (10.5)

Tm
(DSC)
(◦ C)
(T)

(C)

124.1

Xc

(1)

(wt.%)
(T)

108

LP (SAXS)

<R5 >
(SALS)

Tg (tan δ)
(DMA)

(wt.%)

(nm)

(µm)

(◦ C)

(C)

(T)

6.9

−7.9

6.2

−6.5

4.2

−10.4

4.1

−15.1

4

−17.9

(T)

24.6

37.9

32.5
98.8

18.4

33.2

19.3
17.6

35.5
29.2

28

27.5

42.2

34.4
27.6

27.5

51.8

41.9

(C)

24.5

46.1

37.6

(T)

53.7

51.8

109.8

(C)

51.6

46.1

91.9

Xc (iPB-1) (2)
(DSC)

53.7

122.8

97.5

88.8

(C)

51.6
125.2

120.6

(DSC)

17.4
17.6

29.7

16.9

Overall weight crystallinity, ∆hf100 = 141 J/g for 100% crystalline iPB-1 was assumed [39]; (2) weight crystallinity
calculated for iPB-1 fraction in the sample, Xc (iPB-1) = Xc /(1 − φ), where φ is the weight fraction of the comonomer;
(T), samples designed for tension, 0.5 mm thick; (C), samples designed for compression, 4.5 mm thick.
(1)
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All samples were prepared according to the same protocol, including a rapid cooling of the
compression molded plates, however, due to different heat transfer rate in thick and thin plates,
they differed in quantity and size of crystals: tensile samples that crystallized faster demonstrated
slightly lower crystallinity, lower melting point, hence thinner crystals and shorter long period than
thick samples designed for compression. The differences were, however small enough to consider the
structure of tensile and compression samples nearly the same. On the other hand, when comparing
samples of various contents of the ethylene comonomer, a gradual significant reduction of the melting
temperature (thus, crystal thickness), and crystallinity degree, long period as well as the average
spherulite size, all with increasing content of ethylene co-units were observed. As demonstrated by di
Lorenzo et al. [37], who studied the same set of polymers, increasing comonomer content results also
in an increase in the so-called rigid-amorphous fraction in the amorphous component, located near the
crystal-amorphous interface: from approximately 20 wt.% in B1 homopolymer to above 30 wt.% in
C10 copolymer. This implies only moderate increase of the mobile-amorphous phase fraction from
approximately 30 wt.% in homopolymer to about 40–45 wt.% in C10 copolymer, despite a significant
reduction in crystallinity (from Xc ≈ 54 wt.% to 28 wt.%, respectively). Comparing to the crystal
thickness, the rigid-amorphous layer thickness in a homopolymer was only 20–30% of the crystal
thickness. However, the rigid-amorphous layer thickness drastically increased in copolymers to attain
a thickness of 50–75% of the thickness of the crystals, due to the presence of 5–10 mol% ethylene
co-units in the butene-1 chain [37].
DSC heating scans revealed that, in addition to the main melting peak, samples of C4 and C10
copolymers exhibited an additional, small melting peak at about 33–35 ◦ C in freshly molded samples
that shifted to approximately 45 ◦ C after the shelf storage. In samples of B1 and B2 homopolymers as well
as C1 copolymer of low ethylene content, this other peak was not observed. The WAXS measurements
excluded the existence of different crystal forms in aged C4 and C10 samples. As demonstrated by
Azzurri et al. [42], this secondary peak is related to the melting of extremely small and imperfect
iPB-1 crystals of reduced thermodynamic stability. Formation of such imperfect crystallites is likely
in random copolymers of higher ethylene content, such as C4 and C10. Only to get a rough idea
about their approximate size, the discussed crystals can be compared to crystals of Cx H2x + 2 paraffins,
for which Tm = 45 ◦ C corresponds to the length of the paraffin chains of merely x = 23 [43] (p. 27).
As expected, the glass transition temperature also shifted towards lower values with increasing
ethylene comonomer content, although not very much—only about −10 ◦ C for copolymer containing
10.5 mol% of ethylene—possibly due to the presence of a significant fraction of the rigid-amorphous phase.
In the first deformation experiment, the samples were deformed in the plane-strain compression
at room temperature and the constant true strain rate, using the channel-die fixture. Channel-die
compression is kinematically very similar to plane-strain tension [35]. The deformation in plane-strain
compression is macroscopically homogeneous and proceeds without any instabilities, e.g., necking
or cavitation. Figure 1a shows a representative set of true stress–true strain curves determined
for studied samples compressed at room temperature. All obtained curves had a smooth shape
typical for the plane-strain compression of a semicrystalline polymer [44], with a clear elastic and
then plastic flow range, followed by the strong stress hardening stage that led to extremely high
stresses at high strain. Similar to other semicrystalline polymers, the yield stress increased with
increasing lamella thickness [45], i.e., C10→C4→C1→B2→B1, which coincided with a decreasing
content of the comonomer. For B1 and B2 homopolymers, the lower molecular weight of B1 resulted
in formation of thicker crystals than in B2, which in turn, led to the higher yield of B1. On the other
hand, the strain hardening, controlled by the properties of the molecular network [46–48], seemed
to be equally intense in all samples (similar slope of all curves in the high strain range), although
its beginning shifted towards higher strains with increasing ethylene content. This shift, as well as
the slope of the stress–strain curve decreasing with ethylene content in the mid-strain range, was
attributed to an increasing amount of the amorphous component in copolymers, resulting in a probably
lower concentration of the active so-called “stress transmitters” (ST)—the chain segments that can
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maximumHowever,
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into the true
stress–true
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maximum
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load–displacement
curves
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strain curves,into
demonstrating
that the maximum
observed
in the tensile
curve in
of
transformed
the true stress–true
strain curves,
demonstrating
thatload–displacement
the maximum observed
iPB-1
was apparently
related entirely
toiPB-1
the reduction
of the sample
when
the neck
the
tensile
load–displacement
curve of
was apparently
relatedcross-section
entirely to the
reduction
ofwas
the
formed,cross-section
similar to many
polymers
[46]. The
tensiletocurves
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stress
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sample
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true strain
units (marked
with
thick
solid
in units
Figure
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a shape
to the
respective
curves
converted
to the true
stress
and
truelines
strain
(marked
with
thick similar
solid lines
in Figure
1b)
compression
with thin dashed
lines). The
stress
in tension
was,
however,
took
a shapecurves
similar(marked
to the respective
compression
curves
(marked
with
thin
dashedmuch
lines).lower
The
than inincompression
the respective
at any
stage of the of
deformation
process.
Oneat
ofany
the
stress
tension was,ofhowever,
much material
lower than
in compression
the respective
material
reasons
was
the
friction
of
the
deforming
sample
against
the
walls
of
the
channel-die,
which
increased
stage of the deformation process. One of the reasons was the friction of the deforming sample
the loadthe
in compression.
The second was
the dependence
of load
the plastic
resistance ofThe
polymer
crystals
on
against
walls of the channel-die,
which
increased the
in compression.
second
was the
the normal stress
component
acting perpendicular
the slipon
plane
which
resulted
in an increase
dependence
of the
plastic resistance
of polymer to
crystals
the [50],
normal
stress
component
acting
of the macroscopic
yield
plastic
stresses
in compression,
while
in their
reductionyield
in tensile
perpendicular
to the
slipand
plane
[50],flow
which
resulted
in an increase
of the
macroscopic
and
deformation
mode [51].
The third—and
in our
opinion
the most
significant
one—was
the dilatation
plastic
flow stresses
in compression,
while
in their
reduction
in tensile
deformation
mode
[51]. The
of the amorphous
during
deformation,
including
cavitation
phenomena,
which
could notably
third—and
in our phase
opinion
the most
significant
one—was
the dilatation
of the
amorphous
phase
reduce the
stress calculated
from the
load, since
the real cross-section
areanotably
of the sample
during
deformation,
including
cavitation
phenomena,
which could
reducewas
theactually
stress
smaller than
calculated
from
its external
feature was
of tensile
deformation
was
calculated
from
the load,
since
the real dimensions
cross-section[34].
areaAnother
of the sample
actually
smaller than
that
samples
demonstrated
strain
hardening
similar
to
that
observed
in
compression,
manifesting
calculated from its external dimensions [34]. Another feature of tensile deformation was that
samples demonstrated strain hardening similar to that observed in compression, manifesting in
similar slopes at high strains, yet usually fractured much earlier, at lower strain and much lower
stress than samples deformed in plane-strain compression. Specimens of the low aspect ratio (width
of the specimen in the narrow section being close to the length of this section) used primarily in this
study fractured below the true strain of e = 1.1, although other specimens, with larger aspect ratio of
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in similar slopes at high strains, yet usually fractured much earlier, at lower strain and much lower
stress than samples deformed in plane-strain compression. Specimens of the low aspect ratio (width
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Figure 2. The
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strain recovery
recovery after: plane-strain
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compression (a);
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tension (b).
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In (a),
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the points
points
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an
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unloading.
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while the
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calculated as
as the
the fourth-order
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represent
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Thick solid
solid line
line illustrates
illustrates here
here the
the one-month
one-month tensile
tensile
recovery while
while the dashed line the one-month compression recovery.
recovery.
recovery

Thermal analysis of samples deformed to various strains (exemplary DSC melting
thermograms are presented in Figure 3) revealed a progressive decrease of the melting temperature
and crystallinity with increasing strain, in both compression and tension. Moreover, a small
low-melting peak near 45 °C developed progressively with strain increasing from approximately e ≈
0.6–0.8 on, in both compression and tension. While this peak was not observed in undeformed B1, B2
and C1 samples, it was easily recognized in these materials at high strains (see Figure 3a,b). For C4
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Thermal analysis of samples deformed to various strains (exemplary DSC melting thermograms
are presented in Figure 3) revealed a progressive decrease of the melting temperature and crystallinity
with increasing strain, in both compression and tension. Moreover, a small low-melting peak near 45 ◦ C
developed progressively with strain increasing from approximately e ≈ 0.6–0.8 on, in both compression
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peak was not observed in undeformed B1, B2 and C1 samples, it was10easily
recognized in these materials at high strains (see Figure 3a,b). For C4 and C10 copolymers, this peak
and C10 copolymers, this peak was observed already in initial, undeformed material, yet it increased
was observed already in initial, undeformed material, yet it increased significantly in deformed
significantly in deformed samples (see Figure 3c,d). Similar, small melting peak was ◦observed at
samples (see Figure 3c,d). Similar, small melting peak was observed at approximately 50 C in drawn
approximately 50 °C in drawn iPB-1 samples by Yang and Geil [12]. As already discussed, this peak
iPB-1 samples by Yang and Geil [12]. As already discussed, this peak was presumably related to the
was presumably related to the melting of extremely small and highly imperfect crystals of a reduced
melting of extremely small and highly imperfect crystals of a reduced thermodynamic stability [42].
thermodynamic stability [42]. Its development with increasing strain indicated a fraction of small
Its development with increasing strain indicated a fraction of small and defected crystallites was
and defected crystallites was formed, at the expense of the regular lamellar crystals of the main
formed, at the expense of the regular lamellar crystals of the main population—the surface area under
population—the surface area under the main melting peak decreased with strain in all samples,
the main melting peak decreased with strain in all samples, especially above e ≈ 0.7. Most probably,
especially above e ≈ 0.7. Most probably, these imperfect crystals of low thermodynamic stability
these imperfect crystals of low thermodynamic stability appeared as a result of partial destruction
appeared as a result of partial destruction of the lamellae occurring during their break-up and
of the lamellae occurring during their break-up and fragmentation at the strain above 0.6–0.8. They
fragmentation at the strain above 0.6–0.8. They were probably only small residues of partially
were probably only small residues of partially destroyed pre-existing lamellar crystallites, not new
destroyed pre-existing lamellar crystallites, not new crystallites formed by the strain-induced
crystallites formed by the strain-induced crystallization.
crystallization.
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Figure 3.3.DSC
melting
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B1 (a,b),of
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for homopolymers
Figure
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Figure 4 shows the changes in the melting temperature (represented by the maximum of the main
melting
peak)
and iPB-1
crystallinity
(calculated
from the area(represented
of that peak by
in relation
to the weight
Figure
4 shows
the changes
in the
melting temperature
the maximum
of the
fraction
of
the
crystallizing
iPB-1
species
in
the
sample)
with
increasing
strain.
It
can
be
noted
that
the
main melting peak) and iPB-1 crystallinity (calculated from the area of that peak in relation to the
temperature
of melting
decreased slowly
with strain
for
all samples
Figure 4a,b).
decreasing
weight
fraction
of the crystallizing
iPB-1 species
in the
sample)
with (cf.
increasing
strain.That
It can
be noted
temperature
of
the
melting
peak
maximum
indicated
that
the
average
thickness
of
crystallites
decreased
that the temperature of melting decreased slowly with strain for all samples (cf. Figure 4a,b). That

decreasing temperature of the melting peak maximum indicated that the average thickness of
crystallites decreased slowly with increasing strain, which was a result of a limited destruction of the
thickest crystallites [35]. On the other hand, the crystallinity derived from the main melting peak
showed slightly different behavior: it decreased slowly with strain in the low strain range, however
began to decrease somewhat faster at large strains. The change of the slope was more prominent in
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slowly with increasing strain, which was a result of a limited destruction of the thickest crystallites [35].
On the other hand, the crystallinity derived from the main melting peak showed slightly different
behavior: it decreased slowly with strain in the low strain range, however began to decrease somewhat
faster at large strains. The change of the slope was more prominent in compressed samples than in
tensile ones. The deflection point was located below e = 0.8 for both series (cf. Figure 4c,d). These
Crystals 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW
11 of 32
results confirm the fragmentation of lamellae and partial destruction of the crystallites postulated
above.
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induced
by deformation
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crystalline
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upon
deformation,
the
2-D
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of
diffraction. To gain a crude idea on crystalline texture developed upon deformation, the 2-D WAXS
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of
high
orientation
were
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first.
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presents
exemplary
2-D
diffraction
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patterns of samples of high orientation were collected first. Figure 5 presents exemplary 2-D
recorded
in transmission
geometry
for compressed
and tensile
all deformed
do thesamples,
maximum
diffraction
images recorded
in transmission
geometry
forsamples,
compressed
and tensile
all
strain
(e
=
1.3–1.4).
Since
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tension
resulted
in
the
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texture
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draw
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deformed do the maximum strain (e = 1.3–1.4). Since uniaxial tension resulted in the axial texture
FD,
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patterns
with the X-Ray
normal
to the specimen
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along
drawrecorded
(flow) direction
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patterns
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with theplane
X-Ray
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to
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the orientation
crystals.toThe
respective
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in the
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column.
specimen
proved to of
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sufficient
illustrate
the orientation
the crystals.
The

patterns are displayed in the left column. In contrast, textures produced by plane-strain compression
usually do not reveal the axial symmetry along the flow direction [35]. Therefore, two patterns
recorded with the primary beam along the loading direction (LD) and along the constrained
(transverse) direction (CD and TD) are presented for each compressed sample (in the middle and
right columns, respectively).
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In contrast, textures produced by plane-strain compression usually do not reveal the axial symmetry
along the flow direction [35]. Therefore, two patterns recorded with the primary beam along the
loading direction (LD) and along the constrained (transverse) direction (CD and TD) are presented for
each
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(in the middle and right columns, respectively).
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Figure 5.5.Two-dimensional
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recorded
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of thehomostudied
and
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recorded
for samples
of the studied
and homocopolymers
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deformed
high strain
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in tension
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or in plane-strain
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in tension
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or in plane-strain
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compression
(middle
andtensile
right direction
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the flow
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the transverse
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direction in
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direction;
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directiondirection;
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direction
in compression,
constrainedtodirection
in compression,
equivalent
TD in tensile
specimen. equivalent to TD in tensile specimen.
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highly deformed
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similar diffraction
diffraction patterns,
patterns, regardless
regardless of
of
composition,
with
the
reflections
from
the
(110),
(300)
and
(220)
planes
of
the
Form
I
concentrated
composition, with the reflections from the (110), (300) and (220) planes of the Form I concentrated in
in
the
Additionally, the
the equatorial
equatorial region.
region. Additionally,
the (211)
(211) reflection
reflection on
on the
the (hk1)
(hk1) first
first layer
layer was
was observed,
observed, which
which
corresponded
corresponded to
to almost
almost the
the same
same diffraction
diffraction angle
angle as
as (220)
(220) reflection
reflection and
and appeared
appeared to
to be
be located
located on
on
the
same
diffraction
ring.
No
reflections
related
to
the
Form
II
were
observed.
In
the
polar
region,
the same diffraction ring. No reflections related to the Form II were observed. In the polar region,
a
◦ ). Normal
aweaker
weakerdiffraction
diffractionarc
arcdue
dueto
todiffraction
diffraction on
on (102)
(102) planes
planes was
also
recognized
(2Θ
=
28.17
was also recognized (2Θ = 28.17°). Normal

to (102) plane was close to the [001] direction, representing the chain direction in crystals of Form
I—they were only 12° apart from each other—and in absence of the (001) reflection it offered the best
possible measure of the actual chain direction. The observed features confirmed the fiber texture in
highly drawn samples, with the [001] direction (i.e., the chain direction) oriented preferentially along
the drawing (flow) direction FD, while the normal of any (hk0) plane being distributed randomly in
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to (102) plane was close to the [001] direction, representing the chain direction in crystals of Form
I—they were only 12◦ apart from each other—and in absence of the (001) reflection it offered the best
possible measure of the actual chain direction. The observed features confirmed the fiber texture in
highly drawn samples, with the [001] direction (i.e., the chain direction) oriented preferentially along
the drawing (flow) direction FD, while the normal of any (hk0) plane being distributed randomly in
the equatorial plane, perpendicular to FD. The crystal orientation observed in tensile samples seemed
weaker than observed in other highly crystalline polymers, e.g., PE or iPP stretched to similar strain.
Samples of homo- and copolymers deformed in plane-strain compression demonstrated a more
complicated and diversified texture—samples of high comonomer content, C4 and C10, showed the
texture resembling the fiber texture, similar to tensile samples, although slightly weaker. Samples of B1
and B2 homopolymer and C1 copolymer demonstrated, in turn, a two-component texture consisting of
the fiber-like component and additionally a tilted component, recognized in the CD-view patterns as
additional diffraction arcs of (110) and (300) planes, away from LD. The orientation in all compressed
samples seemed slightly weaker than in the respective tensile samples.
For more details on crystal texture and its development during deformation, as well as to deduce
active deformation mechanisms, the orientation of crystallites was examined with the pole figure
technique. For each sample, the pole figures of the following crystallographic planes were determined:
(110), (300), and (102) of the iPB-1, Form I (2Θ = 10.09◦ , 17.56◦ and 28.17◦ , respectively). Additionally, the
pole figures were constructed for the peak located around 2Θ = 20.5◦ , which was a convolution of the
overlapping diffraction peaks of (220) and (211) planes (2Θ = 20.23◦ and 20.66◦ , respectively). These
(220)/(211) pole figures were used solely for validation of the (110) pole figures, since (220) and (110)
reflections corresponded to different orders of diffraction on the same family of crystallographic planes.
Indeed, it turned out that for all samples the figures constructed for (220)/(211) included the same features
as seen in the respective (110) figures, which confirmed the correctness of the determined pole figures.
It should be mentioned here that all pole figures of compressed samples as well as tensile samples
discussed below in this section (presented in Figures 6–10 and Figures 11–15, respectively) were
normalized and plotted in stereographical projection with the same linear scale, covering the range
from 0 to 2 m.r.d. (multiples of random distribution), where 1 means the concentration of poles in
a given direction equals that in a randomly oriented sample. In the colors assigned to this scale,
white and blue colors denote a lower pole concentration than in an unoriented (random) sample,
while green, yellow, red and black indicate pole concentration increasing above the random distribution.
The pole density rarely exceeded 2 m.r.d. in any sample, which confirmed the previous observation
based on 2-D WAXS patterns that all observed crystalline textures were relatively weak. They actually
appeared significantly weaker than the textures determined in other semicrystalline polymers, e.g.,
in polyethylene, deformed at similar conditions [35,38].
Figure 6 presents the set of pole figures determined for the B1 homopolymer deformed by the
plane-strain compression to increasing true strains in the range of e = 0.2–1.3, whereas Figure 7 shows
a similar set determined for copolymer C4, also deformed in plane-strain compression to the true
strain ranging from 0.2 to 1.4. Comparing these pole figures of B1 (Figure 6) and C4 (Figure 7) with
the respective pole figures determined for B2, C1 and C10 samples (selected pole figures presented
in Figures 8–10, respectively) one can find that the pole figures determined for B2 homopolymer
are very similar to and show practically the same features as the respective figures obtained for B1
homopolymer, while the set of C4 pole figures can be considered as a good representative for the whole
series of copolymers (C1, C4 and C10).
In polymer crystals of hexagonal symmetry, such as iPB-1 (Form I) or POM and PTFE, the allowed
crystallographic deformation micromechanisms are only the prismatic slips along and transverse to
the chain direction, e.g., the first-order slips (1010)[0001] and (1010)[1120] or the second-order slips
(1120)[0001] and (1120)[1100] (i.e., (100)[001] and (100)[010] or (110)[001] and (110)[110], respectively,
when described with conventional three-digit Miller indices). The basal slip in the (0001) plane,
pyramidal slips in any (hk i l) plane as well as any twinning modes, which operate effectively in crystals
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of low-molecular weight materials, are excluded in polymer crystals since their slip planes cross the
chain direction [0001], thus operation of such mechanisms would require the breaking of chemical
bonds
chain
therefore is not allowed in polymer crystals [2].
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Examination of pole figures of compressed samples of the B1 homopolymer revealed that the
Examination of pole figures of compressed samples of the B1 homopolymer revealed that the
crystalline texture started to develop early and could be detected already at the low strain of e = 0.2.
crystalline texture started to develop early and could be detected already at the low strain of e = 0.2.
At this strain, in the pole figure of the (300) plane, two weak arcs of elevated pole density, oriented
At this strain, in the pole figure of the (300) plane, two weak arcs of elevated pole density, oriented
vertically and curved in the direction of LD, were observed. Traces of similar arcs were distinguished
vertically and curved in the direction of LD, were observed. Traces of similar arcs were
in the (110) pole figure, along with a vertical strip of increased pole concentration, i.e., in the plane
distinguished in the (110) pole figure, along with a vertical strip of increased pole concentration, i.e.,
perpendicular to the LD direction. Concurrently, the poles of (102) planes tended to gather broadly
in the plane perpendicular to the LD direction. Concurrently, the poles of (102) planes tended to
around the LD direction and also in the center of the figure, i.e., around CD. The arcs in (300) and
gather broadly around the LD direction and also in the center of the figure, i.e., around CD. The arcs
(110) figures indicated that the (300) planes began orientating preferentially in space with their normal
in (300) and (110) figures indicated that the (300) planes began orientating preferentially in space
along a double cone with its axis parallel to the loading direction LD and the apex angle of about
with their normal along a double cone with its axis parallel to the loading direction LD and the apex
65–70◦ , while the (110) planes orientated roughly with normal in a double cone around LD with the
angle of about 65–70°, while the (110) planes orientated roughly with normal in a double cone
apex angle of approximately 35–40◦ and additionally in the FD-CD plane (normal perpendicular
around LD with the apex angle of approximately 35–40° and additionally in the FD-CD plane
to LD). Broad concentration of (102) poles near the LD direction and perhaps near CD suggested
(normal perpendicular to LD). Broad concentration of (102) poles near the LD direction and perhaps
an emerging orientation of the chain direction axis [001] very widely around LD and probably also
near CD suggested an emerging orientation of the chain direction axis [001] very widely around LD
near CD (as already mentioned, the angle between normal of the (102) plane and the chain direction
and probably also near CD (as already mentioned, the angle between normal of the (102) plane and
[001] is only 12◦ ). The features described above suggested a very weak fiber-like texture with the
the chain direction [001] is only 12°). The features described above suggested a very weak fiber-like
fiber axis oriented broadly around LD, developing at low strain. Such a texture could be produced
texture with the fiber axis oriented broadly around LD, developing at low strain. Such a texture
either by activity of crystallographic slip operating in the (001) basal plane of the hexagonal iPB-1
could be produced either by activity of crystallographic slip operating in the (001) basal plane of the
crystals or by the interlamellar slip, i.e., the shear in interlamellar amorphous layers, which are actually
hexagonal iPB-1 crystals or by the interlamellar slip, i.e., the shear in interlamellar amorphous layers,
parallel to the (001) basal plane. However, as already discussed, the slip in the (001) basal plane
which are actually parallel to the (001) basal plane. However, as already discussed, the slip in the
must be ruled out, since in polymer crystals slip in any plane crossing the chain direction cannot
(001) basal plane must be ruled out, since in polymer crystals slip in any plane crossing the chain
operate and the only allowed slip systems are those operating in the planes that contain the chain
direction cannot operate and the only allowed slip systems are those operating in the planes that
direction [2]. Consequently, the possible principal deformation mechanism responsible for this early
contain the chain direction [2]. Consequently, the possible principal deformation mechanism
texture component seemed to be the interlamellar shear in amorphous layers. That interlamellar
responsible for this early texture component seemed to be the interlamellar shear in amorphous
shear can proceed in any direction within the (100) plane. It is known to result in rotation of both
layers. That interlamellar shear can proceed in any direction within the (100) plane. It is known to
lamella normal and the chain direction towards the loading direction in compression [2,4,6], therefore
result in rotation of both lamella normal and the chain direction towards the loading direction in
the fiber-like texture observed at e = 0.2 was consistent with activity of this mechanism. The other
compression [2,4,6], therefore the fiber-like texture observed at e = 0.2 was consistent with activity of
deformation mechanisms, operating in crystalline phase, e.g., prismatic slip in (100) or (110) planes
this mechanism. The other deformation mechanisms, operating in crystalline phase, e.g., prismatic
either in direction of chain or transverse to it, could also be active as supporting mechanisms, yet they
slip in (100) or (110) planes either in direction of chain or transverse to it, could also be active as
were not advanced enough to deliver a visible contribution to the observed texture. On the other
supporting mechanisms, yet they were not advanced enough to deliver a visible contribution to the
hand, it must be noted that the deformation by interlamellar shear was partially reversible because
observed texture. On the other hand, it must be noted that the deformation by interlamellar shear
of rubber-like elasticity of the amorphous component. In fact, it would be completely reversible in
was partially reversible because of rubber-like elasticity of the amorphous component. In fact, it
would be completely reversible in absence of permanent plastic strain of neighboring crystals, which
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absence of permanent plastic strain of neighboring crystals, which prevented the full recovery of
the amorphous phase that was tightly connected to crystals by covalent bonds [52]. As suggested
by the strain recovery results, reported above in this section, such reversibility of the interlamellar
shear was probably quite substantial, although limited, in the case of iPB-1 materials investigated
here. Only a partial recovery on unloading indicated that certain permanent strain component was
present, obviously originating from plastic deformation of the crystalline skeleton. Therefore, some
slip systems had to be active as a deformation mechanism of the crystalline phase and supported
the interlamellar shear, even at this early deformation stage. Results of the recovery and structural
study of similar samples, reported by Al-Hussein et al. [19], support this conclusion. Another point
is that the substantial strain recovery in iPB-1 suggests that the orientation of lamellae under load
was probably stronger and the angle between normal of the (300) or (110) plane and the FD had to be
significantly larger in sample still under load than that observed in pole figures, which were determined
for unloaded and relaxed sample. This important remark holds true equally for other samples that
were deformed to higher strain, especially those deformed by compression, where recovery was higher
than in tension (cf. the strain recovery data).
Alternatively, the simultaneous transverse slip on a pair of (110) planes of the hexagonal crystal
can be postulated as a possible mechanism leading to the texture observed at e = 0.2. In hexagonal
structure, as in crystals of Form I of iPB-1, there were three equivalent (100) slip planes at 120◦ to
each other and, similarly, three equivalent (110) slip planes. Gezovich and Geil [53] investigated the
complex textures of cold-rolled POM that demonstrated features resembling these discussed here.
They explained those textures assuming that transverse slip can be relatively easy and because of
hexagonal symmetry it may operate simultaneously on a pair of the (100) planes. In such a case, there
are two crystallographically equivalent intersecting slip systems with the slip direction in each slip
plane perpendicular to the line of intersection of the slip planes. If the crystal is in a general orientation,
only one slip system will operate until the crystal has rotated to a symmetrical position with respect
to the applied stress. At this point, the resolved shear stress is the same on both systems, therefore
both systems begin to operate jointly and the vector sum of the slip directions in the acute angle of
slip planes rotates towards the direction of maximum extension (here FD) [2] and consequently the
pair of (100) slip planes should become oriented at ±60◦ to the FD-CD plane and perpendicular to
the flow direction [53]. Here, for compression of iPB-1, we could assume activity of the (110)[110]
transverse slip operating on a pair of (110) planes. In such a case, the normal of the (110) slip planes
should orientate at ±30◦ from LD and perpendicular to LD, while normal of the (100) planes at ±60◦
from LD. The pole figures observed at low strain, e < 0.6, seemed to be reasonably consistent with
that prediction (the respective angles were about ±35–40◦ and ±65–70◦ from LD in the relaxed and
recovered sample, but they were probably noticeably lower in the sample under load, prior to strain
recovery). Regrettably, the textures observed at low strain were too weak to distinguish which of the
two proposed mechanisms—interlamellar shear, two equivalent transverse slips operating together or
both operating simultaneously—was the active deformation mechanism at low strain.
At higher strain, e = 0.4–0.6 the poles of the (102) planes progressively changed their orientation
distribution from a broad and low concentrations around LD and CD into four maxima, discernible
in the FD-LD plane, about 50◦ away from FD, which next tended to rotate towards FD with further
strain increase—at e = 1.3, these maxima were located only approximately 25◦ away from FD. At the
same time, the arcs of stronger orientation of (300) and (110) poles gradually tightened and moved
closer to LD (the apex angle of the cone changed from approximately 65–70◦ at e = 0.2 to about 60◦ at
e = 0.6 and further to approximately 55◦ at e = 1.3, as can be seen in the (300) figure). Additionally,
some low maxima began developing near the FD-LD plane within these arcs. Formation of maxima in
(102) and a tightening the arcs of increased intensity towards LD in the (300) and (110) figures could be
interpreted as a signature of a crystallographic slip system that was activated in the crystalline lamellae
and operating along the chain direction, likely the first- or second-order prismatic slip systems, namely
(100)[001] or (110)[001], which are expected to result in a progressive rotation of the chain direction,
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thus also normal of (102) planes, towards the flow direction FD, while normal of (300) or (110) planes,
respectively, preferentially towards LD.
At the strain below e = 0.8, a new texture component emerged in the (300) figure in the form of an
equatorial streak, stronger near the LD direction. Its intensity increased appreciably with increasing
strain, ultimately becoming the most intense texture component at high strain, e = 1.3. Traces of a
similar equatorial streak were detected also in the (110) pole figure, although that streak here was
somewhat hidden and obscured by the arcs representing the first component of the texture, as discussed
above. These equatorial streaks indicated the preferred orientation of crystallites with normal of
(hk0) planes concentrated in the LD-CD plane, especially with poles of (100) near LD, while the [001]
direction becoming orientated close to the flow direction (as deduced from position of (102) poles).
Such a rapidly developing orientation was probably the result of an intense chain slip operating in the
(100) or (110) plane. Taking into account the general rule applying to the deformation of all crystalline
materials that the slip tends to operate on the most closely packed crystallographic planes and in the
most closely packed direction in these planes [2], one could anticipate that the (100)[001] slip system
was preferred as the primary mechanism. Concentration of the poles of the (300) plane observed near
LD positively verified this hypothesis. This active slip system was the same as that operating earlier, at
lower strains, but now appeared much more intense, presumably because of lamellae fragmentation,
occurring at this strain range, which would reduce significantly constraints imposed on crystalline
structure and facilitate more intense deformation of already fragmented crystals.
The final texture of the B1 homopolymer, observed at e = 1.3, consisted of two main components:
the weaker one—represented by two arcs around LD, seen in pole figures of (300) and (110) planes
and suggesting a fiber-like orientation of chains parallel to LD, produced either by interlamellar shear
supported by some weaker crystallographic slips or by a pair of transverse slips of the (110)[110] mode
operating jointly—and the stronger second component, manifesting in equatorial streaks in (300) and
(110) with the maximum of (100) near LD and implying the preferred orientation of the chain direction
around FD. This latter orientation was probably a result of an intense (100)[001] slip along the chain
direction that appeared to be the primary deformation mechanism. The (102) pole figure exhibited four
strong maxima near FD, approximately 25◦ away from it, which confirmed the preferred orientation of
the chain direction close to FD. Considering the back rotations of poles due to partial recovery upon
sample unloading, one could guess that the direction of the preferred orientation of [001] was aligned
with FD much closer when samples were under load.
Evolution of crystalline texture of other samples compressed in plane-strain conditions proceeded
in a similar way to the described above (see Figures 7–10). In fact, the B2 homopolymer responded
to compression with texture nearly identical to B1 (cf. Figure 8). The deformation of copolymers,
as illustrated in detail by figures collected for C4 copolymer (cf. Figure 7), also involved the same two
main stages of deformation with dominating interlamellar shear and/or transverse slip and dominating
(100)[001] chain slip, respectively. On the other hand, the slip systems active in the last stage of
deformation seemed to operate more intensively than in homopolymers and consequently led to a
sharper, but simultaneously more uniaxial texture with the preferred orientation of the chain direction
parallel to FD. These features reflected weaker constraints imposed on crystalline lamellae in copolymer
samples that demonstrated lower crystallinity and thicker amorphous layers than homopolymers.
It possibly indicated also a further reduction of constraints due to more intense lamellae fragmentation
in copolymers than in homopolymers. Concurrently, the first texture component, related to interlamellar
shear and/or transverse slip, although clearly observed at low strains, was barely seen in texture at
high strain around e = 1.4. The other copolymers (C1 and C10) demonstrated similar deformation
behavior and developed texture resembling greatly that of C4.
The pole figures determined for samples deformed in tension are presented in Figures 11–15.
Here, in drawn samples, it was possible to collect the diffraction data and construct pole figures
only for samples deformed to a relative high strain, above e = 0.58, due to the neck developing in
tensile samples at lower strain. Consequently, it was difficult to find in the specimen drawn to a low
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At the strain around e = 0.6, the (300) pole figures of tensile samples demonstrated two latitudinal
At the strain around e = 0.6, the (300) pole figures of tensile samples demonstrated two
arcs of elevated pole density—centered around the drawing direction, FD and tilted about 40◦ away
latitudinal arcs of elevated pole density—centered around the drawing direction, FD and tilted
from it—and additionally the equatorial belt of increased pole concentration. Similarly oriented arcs,
about 40° away from it—and additionally the equatorial belt of increased pole concentration.
although weaker, were distinguished also in the (110) pole figures. The pole figures of the (102) plane
Similarly oriented arcs, although weaker, were distinguished also in the (110) pole figures. The pole
also showed such latitudinal arcs, developing approximately 45–50◦ away from FD. Such a distribution
figures of the (102) plane also showed such latitudinal arcs, developing approximately 45–50° away
of poles of (110), (300) and (102) planes suggested the main texture component in the form of a relatively
from FD. Such a distribution of poles of (110), (300) and (102) planes suggested the main texture
weak uniaxial tilted texture with the chain axis tilted about 40–50◦ away from FD, which developed in
component in the form of a relatively weak uniaxial tilted texture with the chain axis tilted about 40–
tensile samples at low strains up to e = 0.6. As the strain increased above 0.8, this texture component
50° away from FD, which developed in tensile samples at low strains up to e = 0.6. As the strain
was still visible, yet the second component emerged clearly, with the (110) and (300) poles oriented
increased above 0.8, this texture component was still visible, yet the second component emerged
preferentially in the plane perpendicular to FD (seen as equatorial belt in respective pole figures) and
clearly, with the (110) and (300) poles oriented preferentially in the plane perpendicular to FD (seen
poles of (102) gathering around FD. This second texture component represented the crystallites oriented
as equatorial belt in respective pole figures) and poles of (102) gathering around FD. This second
preferentially in a uniaxial fashion, with their [001] axis aligned along FD and normal of (hk0) planes
texture component represented the crystallites oriented preferentially in a uniaxial fashion, with
distributed randomly in the plane perpendicular to FD, i.e., the [001] fiber texture. When the strain
their [001] axis aligned along FD and normal of (hk0) planes distributed randomly in the plane
increased further, above e = 1, this second component developed rapidly and strengthened to become
perpendicular to FD, i.e., the [001] fiber texture. When the strain increased further, above e = 1, this
the dominant in the textures observed at the true strain of e = 1.05. The first texture component (tilted
second component developed rapidly and strengthened to become the dominant in the textures
orientation) progressively diminished with increasing strain and practically was no longer observed at
observed at the true strain of e = 1.05. The first texture component (tilted orientation) progressively
high strain above 1.0. It was expected that both uniaxial texture components resulted from operation
diminished with increasing strain and practically was no longer observed at high strain above 1.0. It
of the crystallographic slip along the direction of the chain, most probably the (100)[001], found the
was expected that both uniaxial texture components resulted from operation of the crystallographic
primary deformation mechanism in compression. The first component was related to deformation of
slip along the direction of the chain, most probably the (100)[001], found the primary deformation
initial long lamellae, constrained by their neighborhood and hence proceeding relatively slowly, while
mechanism in compression. The first component was related to deformation of initial long lamellae,
the second was a result of operation of the slip in small blocks produced by lamellae fragmentation
constrained by their neighborhood and hence proceeding relatively slowly, while the second was a
and destruction of the initial structure. That deformation was much less constrained and perhaps
result of operation of the slip in small blocks produced by lamellae fragmentation and destruction of
proceeded significantly more quickly than deformation of undamaged lamellae, which eventually led
the initial structure. That deformation was much less constrained and perhaps proceeded
to domination of the axial component in the texture observed at high strains.
significantly more quickly than deformation of undamaged lamellae, which eventually led to
The path of development of the preferred orientation in tensile deformation, described above,
domination of the axial component in the texture observed at high strains.
differed slightly from that observed in the plane-strain compression, discussed above. The main difference
The path of development of the preferred orientation in tensile deformation, described above,
differed slightly from that observed in the plane-strain compression, discussed above. The main
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was that no interlamellar shear activity was observed in tensile samples at any strain, in contrast to
compression samples, where its activity was clear, especially in the low strain range (note, however, that,
due to limitations of the experimental setup, we were not able to examine texture of tensile samples
deformed to low strain, below e = 0.58). Instead, two processes of crystallographic slip within crystalline
phase were evidenced. Both were probably of the same type of the chain slip, presumably the (100)[001]
slip system, yet had notably different kinetic and were probably activated in a different way. It was
guessed that the first component was related to deformation of lamellae of the initial structure, while
the second component, activated above e = 0.8 and developing more quickly, was related to the slip
systems operating in the less constrained highly fragmented crystal structure, which was quite similar
behavior to that observed in compression. The final texture of tensile samples at high strain did not
differ much from that observed in samples deformed to similar strain by compression—textures of both
were dominated by the component of the preferred orientation of crystallites with the chain axis oriented
along FD, although the textures developed in tension seemed slightly stronger and sharper. The other,
minor differences between textures of compression and tensile samples reflected the triaxiality of the
stress field in the plane-strain compression (resulting in concentration of (100) poles developing near
LD in the equatorial plane LD-CD) and its axial symmetry in tensile deformation mode (more uniform
distribution of (100) and (110) poles in the equatorial plane).
Figures 16–18 present the 2-D SAXS images that illustrate the lamellar structure and its orientation
changing with increasing strain. The images of deformed samples were collected after their unloading.
The compressed samples (Figures 16 and 17) were probed in two orthogonal directions, with the
primary beam illuminating the sample along the CD or LD direction, while those deformed by uniaxial
tension were observed only along one direction normal to FD (TD, equivalent to CD in compression; see
Figure 18), because tensile samples generally feature the axisymmetric scattering. All samples probed
prior to deformation demonstrated a uniform scattering ring, which evidenced the lamella arranged in
stacks with no preferred orientation, as expected for materials with spherulitic morphology. When
deformed by plane-strain compression, the samples of homopolymers (B1 and B2) and copolymer of
low ethylene content (C1) developed the four-point SAXS pattern, visible in both CD- and LD-view
images up to the highest strain of e = 1.4 (cf. Figures 16 and 17), although the pattern observed in
the LD-view was weak and its four-point signature was barely seen when using the common scale
for all images. The four-point pattern developed earlier (already at e = 0.2) and was significantly
stronger in the CD-view images than in the LD-view images (e > 0.4), which demonstrated that
more lamellae obtained an orientation that contributed to scattering seen in the CD-view image than
in LD-view image due to significantly higher compressive stress acting along LD than CD, which
resulted in swiftly decreasing population of lamellae that contributed to the LD-view image by their
reorientation with normal rotating out of the FD-CD plane. The four-point signature of SAXS images
reflected the development of the preferred orientation of lamellae—formation of two populations
of stacked lamellae, each with lamella normal tilted at some acute angle with respect to the flow
direction. This angle determined the angular position of maxima in the respective pattern. Comparing
the CD- and LD-view images, it was observed that the lamellae probed with the beam along the
CD direction demonstrated lower tilt of their normal than those probed with the beam along LD.
The tilt angle of lamella normal with respect to FD increased gradually with strain—in the CD-view
patterns it increased from about 40–45◦ at e = 0.2 to above 60◦ at e = 1.4 (it went above 70◦ in LD-view
patterns), meaning a progressive rotation of normal out of the FD, thus rotation of lamellae plane
towards FD with increasing strain. Development of the preferred orientation evidenced by rotation of
lamella normal out of FD resulted either from fine (homogeneous) chain slip within lamellar crystals
or interlamellar shear operating in amorphous interlamellar layers [2]. Examination of pole figures
reported above suggested the interlamellar shear as the possible primary deformation mechanism at
low strain, supported and then gradually replaced by crystallographic slip systems at higher strains.
The four-point pattern developed earlier, already at e = 0.2, in lamellae seen in the CD-view pattern
than in the LD-view because of deformation of the lamellae that were initially oriented specifically
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The evolution of lamellae structure in compressed copolymers of higher ethylene concentration
(C4 and C10) demonstrated a more complicated behavior than homopolymers, discussed above.
As shown in Figure 17, their behavior at strains up to e = 0.8–1.0 was nearly the same as homopolymers,
with formation of a distinct four-point pattern in CD-view images, although the LD-view images
showed patterns consisting of two broad arcs oriented along CD rather than separate four spots, as was
observed in homopolymers. However, at the strain of e = 0.8 and above, a new feature emerged in the
LD-view image of C10 in the form of the two-point signature oriented along FD and with the long
period notable shorter than in the pre-existing structure. A similar two-point feature was recognized
in the respective images of C4 from e = 1.0 on as well as in the image of C1 at e = 1.4. These two-point
features were initially weak, but intensified slightly with strain, while the four-point signature of the
primary structure progressively faded away. Eventually, at e = 1.4, only this new ordering was seen
in the LD-view SAXS images of C4 and C10. Meanwhile, at e = 1.2–1.4, similar two-point signature
appeared also in the CD-view images (C4 and C10), in addition to the still visible four-point feature.
The rise of the new two-point pattern along FD evidenced formation of a new ordering in the form
of stacks of some new lamellae, thinner than the pre-existing, which beaome oriented preferentially
with their normal along FD. These lamellae originated from a heavy fragmentation of the native
lamellar structure and were probably some remnants of the destroyed parts of original lamellae.
The strain-induced melting-recrystallization transformation is frequently postulated as the mechanism
responsible for that phenomenon (see [5] and the references therein), yet their formation is also
explained as a result of deformation (slip) instabilities leading to heavy localization of crystallographic
slip and consequently severe lamellae fragmentation followed by restructuration and reorientation
of the resultant small crystalline blocks [35,55]. In our recent paper [55], we demonstrated that such
instabilities are triggered by stress concentrations at the crystal-amorphous interface produced by the
ST (chain segments crossing the crystal-amorphous interface and able to transmit the load between
adjacent lamellae). Such stress concentrations were stronger and consequently a heavy fragmentation
of lamellae occurs earlier—i.e., at smaller strain—when the concentration of ST was lower. A lower ST
concentration in copolymers was expected than in homopolymers because of lower crystallinity and
thicker amorphous phase layers than in homopolymers. Lower ST concentration in copolymers was
suggested by the lower strain hardening modulus and the shift of the strong stress hardening towards
higher strain observed in copolymers and discussed above in this section. Thus, a heavier lamellae
fragmentation was anticipated in iPB-1 copolymers than in homopolymers.
Figure 18 presents the 2-D SAXS images obtained in the TD-illumination for samples deformed in
tensile mode. Images of the B1 homopolymer did not reveal any scattering characteristic for lamellar
structure due to strong scattering by cavities created during necking that obscures a weaker lamellar
scattering. In images of B2, cavitation also produced the strong scattering near the beam stop, but
fortunately the scattering by lamellae was also recognized in the form of a four-point pattern, similar
to that observed in compressed samples. That pattern remained visible up to high strain above e = 1.
Deformed copolymers (no cavitation observed) also developed the four-point signature in SAXS
images at low strain below 0.8–0.9, which, however, transformed gradually into two-point signature
oriented along FD at higher strains. Similar to compressed samples, the long period of this new
ordering, calculated from the two-point pattern, was shorter than the long period of the initial as well
as the deformed lamellar structure contributing to the four-point pattern. It can be concluded that
images of deformed tensile samples were generally quite similar to CD-view images of compressed
samples at the respective true strain, which indicated similar evolution path of lamellar structure in
both compression and tensile samples.
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Figure 18. The 2-D SAXS patterns of samples of B1m B2, C1, C4 and C10 deformed to various strain
(indicated) in tension. Patterns
Patterns were obtained in transmission with the primary beam normal to the
sample surface. The drawing/flow direction (FD) is vertical.
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B1 homopolymer sample was not evaluated because of high scattering due to cavities that
completely obscured the lamellar scattering. The presented results demonstrate that also in the case
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The B1 homopolymer sample was not evaluated because of high scattering due to cavities that
completely obscured the lamellar scattering. The presented results demonstrate that also in the
case of tensile samples the inflection point in the intensity curves could be distinguished at the true
strain around e = 0.8. The strongly decreasing intensity at strains above e = 0.8 suggested again
the heavy fragmentation of lamellae, beginning in this strain range in tensile samples, similar to
materials compressed in the plane-strain. The only minor difference between compression and
tensile deformation was observed in the range of low strains—the maximum intensity increased in
compression up to the critical strain for lamellae fragmentation around e = 0.8, while in tensile samples
the intensity in the maxima of the four-point pattern always remained lower than in unoriented
samples and decreased with strain increase not only above e = 0.8, but also tended to decrease at low
strains below this critical point. This suggested that some limited damage of lamellae, resulting in a
slow decrease of scattering intensity, could occur in tensile samples also at strain lower than the critical,
yet that fragmentation became much more intense above that strain. Such easier lamellae fragmentation
seen in tension could be an effect of significantly weaker constraints imposed on lamellar structure in
the tensile stress field than in the compressive. The tensile stress components acting perpendicularly
to chain direction as well as the tensile stress across interlamellar layers reduced stresses necessary
to activate slip mechanisms and ease the interlamellar shear, respectively [50]. At the same moment,
the stress concentrations at the interface produced by the fully stretched ST molecules were higher than
in compression deformation mode. All this could locally trigger earlier some deformation instabilities
and consequently led to a limited fragmentation of the lamellar structure, possibly occurring even
prior to the onset of a widespread fragmentation near e = 0.8.
4. Conclusions
In this study, the plastic deformation of isotactic poly-1-butene in the stable Form I was discussed.
Two deformation modes—plane-strain compression and uniaxial tension—were applied to the samples
of iPB-1 homo- and copolymer samples. Similar deformation behavior, manifesting in true stress–true
strain curves of similar shape was observed in both deformation modes, although tensile specimens
responded to strain with significantly lower stress than compressed ones, especially in the strain
hardening range, at high strain above e = 1, which reflected much stronger external constraints in
plane-strain compression than in tension.
Thorough structural studies allowed to identify the crystallographic (100)[001] chain slip as
the primary deformation mechanism, active in both compression and tensile deformation modes.
Operation of this mechanism, likely supported by the transverse slip system and interlamellar shear,
led to the common fiber texture with the chain direction aligned preferentially along the drawing
(flow) direction in tensile samples, while a more complicated crystal texture reflecting triaxiality of
the stress field, although still with the chain direction oriented preferentially along the flow direction,
was observed in samples compressed in the plane-strain conditions. The activity of this slip system was
evidenced unambiguously in the mid- to high strain range. It was also found that at the true strain below
e = 0.8 some slip instabilities developed, probably due to stress concentrations at the crystal-amorphous
interface, produced by stretched “stress transmitter” chains in amorphous interlamellar layers. These
instabilities resulted in a severe slip localization that led very soon to lamellae fragmentation and
partial destruction of the crystalline phase, much heavier in tension than in compression, because of
weaker constraints imposed on lamellar crystallites in tensile deformation mode. As a result, the initial
lamellar structure became nearly destroyed in tensile samples while it was only partially damaged in
compressed ones. The (100)[001] chain slip tended to accelerate substantially around e = 0.8, when the
initial lamellar structure was replaced by smaller crystallites left after their fragmentation, especially in
the tensile deformation mode.
In the plane-strain compression, another mechanism was additionally observed to be active
at low strain—it was either interlamellar shear operating in amorphous layers and supported by
crystallographic slips or alternatively, the simultaneous (110)[110] transverse slip operating on a pair
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of (110) planes. The texture produced by this activity was, however, too weak to conclude which of the
proposed mechanisms was actually active at this early stage of deformation. In contrast, activity of
such mechanisms was not observed in tensile deformation, where the (100)[001] chain slip was found
as the primary deformation mechanism in the entire strain range studied. This was again explained by
the severer constraints imposed on lamella structure in compression, which made the chain slip more
difficult at low strain and thus another mechanism showing up as the primary one.
The general conclusion is that deformation proceeded similarly in both deformation modes
under study, with practically the same deformation mechanism engaged in the deformation process.
On the other hand, the deformation in plane-strain compression was macroscopically much more
homogeneous than tensile and, moreover, prevented cavitation. It could be also studied in detail in a
wider strain range than tensile deformation. Therefore, it seemed more suitable for studies of the real
deformation behavior, not obscured by any unwanted side-effects. The observed structural changes
and texture developed in the plane-strain compression facilitated a more precise study of deformation
mechanisms than if employing tension.
Comparing the deformation habits of samples of iPB-1 homopolymer, it was found that the molecular
weight had a minor effect on the deformation process. It did not modify active deformation mechanisms.
However, it influenced the intensity of cavitation occurring during tensile deformation, which appeared
notably stronger in the homopolymer of lower molecular weight. The other modification of the chains by
introducing a comonomer influenced the deformation process more profoundly. In random copolymers of
1-butene with small amount of ethylene, the crystallinity decreased notably with increasing comonomer
content while the properties of the amorphous phase changed, which resulted in reduction of the
concentration of the stress transmitters—the chains carrying the load between neighboring lamellae.
All this led to more intense lamellae fragmentation in copolymers and a modification of the final
orientation of the crystallites in the highly deformed samples towards the fiber-like texture.
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